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Abstract
The 2016 safety Final Rule requires states to have access to annual average daily traffic (AADT) for all public paved roads,
including non-Federal aid-system (NFAS) roads. The latter account approximately for 75% of the total roadway mileage in
the country making it difficult for agencies to collect traffic data on these roads. Many agencies use stratified sampling proce-
dures to develop default AADTestimates for uncounted segments; however, there is limited guidance and information about
how to stratify the network effectively. The goal of this paper is to enhance transportation agencies’ ability to improve exist-
ing stratification schemes, design new schemes, and ultimately develop more accurate AADT estimates for NFAS roads. The
paper presents the results from five pilot studies that validated and compared the performance of current, updated, and new
(traditional and decision-tree-based) schemes using readily available data. According to the results, the median absolute per-
cent error of existing AADTestimates, developed by state agencies, ranged between 71% and 120%. Updating these schemes
using recent counts resulted in an AADT accuracy improvement of 25%. The best-performing schemes were developed using
DTs that improved the AADT accuracy of existing schemes by 41%. Overall, having more strata and very homogenous strata
is better than having fewer strata and more samples within each stratum. The analysis revealed that a key to selecting an
effective scheme is to determine a critical point, beyond which creating more strata improves the AADT accuracy marginally
but increases the required sample size exponentially.

Annual average daily traffic (AADT) is one of the most
widely used traffic parameters in transportation engi-
neering. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Traffic Monitoring Guide (TMG) defines AADT as the
‘‘total volume of vehicle traffic of a highway or road for
a year divided by 365days’’ (1). Transportation agencies
use AADT to meet data reporting requirements, better
inform decision-making, and support various functions
related to planning, pavement and highway design, oper-
ations, safety, maintenance, and environmental analysis.
State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) are
required to report AADT every year to the Highway
Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) for all
Federal-aid facilities (2). In addition, the 2016 Highway
Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Final Rule
requires states to have access to AADT for all public
paved non-Federal aid-system (NFAS) roads and use the
AADT in data-driven safety analysis (3).

The NFAS roads include rural minor collectors (6R),
rural local roads (7R), and urban local roads (7U).

Together, these three functional classes account approxi-
mately for 75% of the total roadway mileage in the
United States (U.S.) making the collection of traffic vol-
ume data on these roads a challenging and expensive task
(4). Unlike higher roadway functional classifications that
agencies routinely count to meet federal reporting
requirements (i.e., AADT reported every year to HPMS),
many agencies have limited or no traffic volume data for
NFAS roads. For example, based on Travel Monitoring
Analysis System (TMAS) data that state DOTs submit to
FHWA on an annual basis, the authors determined that
the average number of continuous count sites (CCSs) that
measure traffic 24/7 throughout a year is 1.6 CCSs per
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state—this number is significantly smaller than the corre-
sponding average number of CCSs located on higher
functional classes. Further, many states use portable traf-
fic recorders (PTRs) to conduct short-term counts (STCs)
(e.g., for a few hours up to a few weeks) on pre-
determined roadway segments that constitute a small por-
tion of their NFAS. Covering the extensive NFAS road
network with STCs can be financially difficult.

The literature reveals different types of AADT estima-
tion methods that can be broadly divided into three
major groups (Figure 1): count-based, non-count-based,
and travel demand models (TDMs).

The count-based methods are divided into traditional
stratified sampling procedures and non-traditional
approaches such as statistical and machine/deep learning
methods (6–20). Most agencies use stratified sampling
procedures to estimate AADT for uncounted NFAS
roadway segments (5). Though these procedures vary
from one state to another, the main steps are the same:

� Stratify NFAS road network to create as homoge-
nous groups (or strata) of roads as possible with
respect to AADT. In the absence of traffic
volumes for all NFAS roads, the stratification is
typically based on one or multiple non-traffic vari-
ables (e.g., roadway functional classification,
rural/urban designation, county boundaries) that
are used as surrogates for AADT.

� Select a sample of segments from each group (or
stratum) to conduct STCs. The goal is to select a
sample that is representative (in terms of AADT)
of all the roads within each stratum.

� Expand or convert each STC into an AADT esti-
mate by multiplying its average daily traffic
(ADT) with one or more adjustment factors (e.g.,
hour of day, day of week, month of year, axle cor-
rection factors) that are calculated from CCSs.

� Calculate a default AADT for each stratum as the
average of all AADT estimates developed in the

previous step. The default AADT of each stratum
is assigned to every uncounted segment within the
stratum.

The non-traditional count-based methods use a com-
bination of traffic, probe, U.S. Census, land use, and
other types of data. Their main advantage is that they
directly estimate AADT by avoiding the errors stemming
from each step of the traditional approach. Though some
studies have reported promising results for some non-
traditional methods, the latter have several requirements
and shortcomings making it difficult for practitioners to
implement them (15–17). For example, they:

a) Require statistical software
b) Require knowledge in statistics and machine

learning
c) Require non-traffic data that may not be readily

available and easily accessible to practitioners
d) Can be difficult to develop, implement, and inter-

pret their results because some methods (e.g.,
neural networks) are considered to be ‘‘black
boxes’’

e) Can produce different results every time a model
is run or by slightly changing some model
parameters

The second group includes non-count-based methods
that allow the direct estimation of AADT using exclu-
sively non-traffic data such as those mentioned above.
These methods can produce estimates at the segment
level and at larger geographical areas (e.g., county, zip
code) (21–33). In general, these methods are not as accu-
rate as count-based methods because the non-traffic vari-
ables that are used as predictors tend to have weak-to-
moderate correlations with AADT (5).

The third group includes TDMs that incorporate
mathematical equations to capture travelers’ decisions
and allocate trips to roads (26, 34–38). Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) and local agencies typi-
cally use TDMs to model primarily small- to medium-
size areas and regions. TDMs require significant amounts
of development time, resources, and data, making them
less favorable over other simpler and less-demanding
methods.

Despite the significant number of research studies that
have developed non-traditional methods and TDMs,
many transportation agencies continue to use traditional
sampling approaches to estimate AADT for NFAS
roads. The adherence to traditional approaches can be
largely attributed to the aforementioned practical chal-
lenges and implementation considerations associated
with non-traditional methods that cannot be easily over-
come. To put things in perspective, as of the date of this

Figure 1. Types of annual average daily traffic (AADT) estimation
methods for non-Federal aid-system (NFAS roads)
Source: Tsapakis et al. (5).
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paper, the authors are not aware of any state or local
transportation agency that currently estimates AADT
using non-traditional methods—even for higher func-
tional classes. In addition, existing federal guidelines such
as the 2016 TMG and the 2016 HPMS Field Manual do
not prescribe how agencies should collect data and esti-
mate AADT for NFAS roads (1, 2).

Note that many existing stratified sampling schemes
were originally designed a long time ago using simplistic
non-statistical approaches to estimate vehicle miles tra-
veled (VMT) for federal reporting purposes. However,
VMT estimation methods have fewer data and accuracy
requirements compared with (segment-specific) AADT
estimation methods, because VMT is typically aggregated
and reported at higher geographical levels (e.g., by state,
county, functional class) allowing more room for error.

Likewise, the majority of past studies that examined
stratified sampling approaches focused on improving the
accuracy of VMT estimates (6–14). Though some findings
may still be applicable for AADT estimation purposes,
there are several topics that need further investigation.
For example, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there
is limited-to-no information about (a) the accuracy of
default AADT estimates for NFAS roads, and (b) the fac-
tors that affect the accuracy of these estimates.

As a result of the requirements, gaps, and considera-
tions described above, the largest portion of the transpor-
tation network nationwide includes uncounted segments,
some of which have been assigned default AADT esti-
mates of unknown accuracy. Nevertheless, many agen-
cies continue to share and diversely use these estimates to
support decision-making and feed various analyses, as
described earlier. Potentially inaccurate estimates can
affect the reliability of these applications and lead to poor
results and decisions, including ineffective allocation of
funds and under- or over-designed transportation proj-
ects, among others.

Goal and Objectives

To address various gaps in the body of literature, the goal
of this paper is to provide information that will help
researchers, but primarily practitioners, to improve current
stratification schemes, design new more effective schemes,
and develop more accurate AADT estimates for NFAS
roads. To address this goal, the authors conducted five
pilot studies with state DOTs (the names of the DOTs are
not mentioned for confidentiality purposes). This paper
addresses the most important questions that DOT officials
raised at the beginning of the pilot studies:

1) Which non-traffic variables should be used to
stratify the network effectively? Are administra-
tive variables, such as county boundaries, effec-
tive stratification variables?

2) What is the accuracy of existing default AADT
estimates that some DOTs have already developed
for NFAS roads?

3) Can the accuracy of these estimates be improved
without developing a new stratification scheme? If
yes, how and what is the expected improvement?

4) Do simple statistical methods such as decision
trees (DTs) perform better than manual stratifica-
tion approaches? What are their advantages and
disadvantages?

5) How can different stratification schemes be com-
pared and the most effective one ultimately be
selected?

6) Which factors affect the stratification process and
ultimately the accuracy of default AADT
estimates?

Exploratory Data Analysis

The authors initially conducted an exploratory data
analysis to better understand traffic and non-traffic data,
identify potential trends and outliers, and determine
which non-traffic variables are good surrogates (or
proxies) for AADT and, therefore, can be used to stratify
the network effectively.

Exploratory Analysis of Traffic Data

The five DOTs provided traffic data that included
AADT values derived primarily from short-term counts
conducted over the last 3–5 years. The number of CCSs
on NFAS roads in the five pilot states was 1, 1, 2, 2, and
11, respectively. Figure 2 shows AADT frequency histo-
grams, box plots, and descriptive statistics disaggregated
by functional class and rural/urban code (FC_RU) for
two pilot states. Similar trends and results (not shown
here because of word limitations) were obtained for the
other three pilot states.

The exploratory analysis revealed some general trends
that are consistent across all five pilot studies:

� Some suspiciously high AADT values are often
observed. The authors investigated and removed
some values that appeared to be outliers.
Common causes of outliers were incorrect (func-
tional) classification of roadway segments,
unusual traffic volumes because of special events,
human errors, and equipment malfunction.

� Partly because of outliers, the median AADT is
lower than the mean AADT. Overall, the distribu-
tions are skewed to the right.

� The standard deviation tends to be higher than the
mean AADT. In other words, the coefficient of
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variation (=standard deviation/mean) is greater
than one.

� Not surprisingly, among the three functional clas-
sifications, 7U has the highest traffic volumes, fol-
lowed by 6R, and 7R.

Despite these similarities, the average AADT of a
specific functional class may significantly vary from
one state to another. For example, the three mean
AADT values of State B (Figure 2) are considerably
higher than those of State A. Likewise, other

Figure 2. Frequency histograms, box plots, and descriptive statistics for two pilot states.
Note: 6R = rural minor collectors; 7R = rural local roads; and 7U = urban local roads.
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descriptive statistics may vary by state. These differ-
ences show that traffic can significantly vary by geogra-
phy, highlighting the need to perform this analysis
separately for each state.

Correlation Analysis

The authors identified several readily available non-traffic
variables that have been used in past studies for roadway
stratification or AADT prediction purposes (5–33). The
main data sources are the American Community Survey
(ACS), the Census Longitudinal Employer-Household
Dynamics (LEHD), and the decennial Census. The first
column of Figure 3 shows the variables included in the
analysis along with their data source. The authors also
calculated composite variables (e.g., population
+ employment), the geographical density of each original
Census variable, and two distance variables: the distance

of a count to the closest interstate and U.S. highway,
respectively. Note that the variables listed in Figure 3 were
separately downloaded/calculated at four geographical
units: Census block, block group, tract, and county levels.

After integrating traffic and non-traffic data using GIS
tools, a correlation analysis was separately performed for
each geographical unit to determine which variables have
the strongest relationship with AADT and at what geo-
graphical resolution. Indicatively, Figure 3 shows the
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients calcu-
lated between AADT and all variables aggregated at the
block group level by 6R, 7R, and 7U for two states. The
black bold numbers (e.g., 0.37) indicate statistically signifi-
cant correlations at the 99% confidence level (two-tailed).
The black (not bold) numbers (e.g., 0.04) suggest statisti-
cally significant correlations at the 95% confidence level
(two-tailed). The red numbers (e.g., 0.01) indicate that
correlations are not statistically significant.

Figure 3. Correlation coefficients calculated for two pilot states.
Note: 6R = rural minor collectors; 7R = rural local roads; and 7U = urban local roads.
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General observations and findings from Figure 3 and
other similar correlation analyses conducted in the other
three pilot studies are summarized below:

� The density of a Census variable typically has a
higher correlation with AADT than the raw
Census variable that does not account for the size
of the geographical unit of interest.

� Though not shown here, among the four geogra-
phical units, higher correlations were obtained in
the case of Census variables aggregated at the
Census block group and tract levels.

� Overall, the variables that exhibit the highest cor-
relations with AADT are:

8 ACS employment density

8 Worker density

8 ACS population density

8 Occupied housing unit density

8 Density of jobs by workplace area

8 Density of jobs by residence area
� However, the correlations may vary from one

state to another. A variable that may be strongly
correlated with AADT within a specific functional
classification of a given state may have a weaker
relationship with AADT in another state. This
confirms the need to perform a correlation analy-
sis separately for each state. Note that no single
variable can be used as is, as a proxy for AADT.
Some variables can potentially be used as predic-
tors in statistical and machine learning models to
estimate AADT; however, no transportation
agency, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, has
developed and is currently using non-traditional
models to estimate AADT for NFAS roads.

� The correlations tend to decrease in the following
order: 6R, 7R, and 7U.

� Correlations calculated by FC_RU are typically
higher compared with those calculated for all
NFAS roads together at the state level.

The variables ACS Population and ACS Housing
Units that are estimated every year by ACS tend to have
higher correlations with AADT than the corresponding
decennial census variables (Census Population and Census
Housing Units) when the analysis is performed for the 9-
year period (e.g., 2011–2019) following the last census
year (e.g., 2010).

Existing, Updated, and New Stratification
Schemes

This section describes existing schemes developed by
three DOTs, schemes updated based on recent counts,

and new schemes developed using both the traditional
stratification approach and DTs.

Existing and Updated Schemes of DOTs

Of the five pilot states, two have not stratified their net-
work. The other three states stratified their NFAS roads
several years/decades ago as follows:

� State A developed 11 strata based on a combina-
tion of functional classification, district, surface
type (paved/unpaved roads), urban/rural code,
and county.

� State B developed 94 strata based on a combina-
tion of route system, population, and county.

� State C developed 3 strata that correspond to the
three functional classes: 6R, 7R, and 7U.

Every stratum has been assigned a default AADT that
each DOT estimated using historical counts that were
available when the schemes were developed. The authors
used recent traffic data from each stratum to calculate
three performance metrics that are presented in section
Performance Metrics.

In addition, without modifying the existing strata,
the authors updated each scheme by calculating the med-
ian AADT within each stratum using the same (recent)
traffic data. The median AADT was considered to be the
new default AADT of each stratum. Then the perfor-
mance of each updated scheme was validated as well.
The results and the comparison of existing, updated, and
new schemes are shown in section Results and Scheme
Comparison.

Traditional Stratification – New Schemes

A key to developing an efficient scheme is to use stratifi-
cation variables that are good surrogates for AADT. The
traditional approach involves manually dividing the net-
work into strata using one or more variables, which can
be discrete or continuous. Each continuous variable was
discretized into four bins (low, low-medium, medium-
high, and high) using the 25th, 50th, and 75th quartile
values as break points.

In each pilot study, the authors developed 75 tradi-
tional or manual (M) schemes using different combina-
tions of the continuous variables listed in Figure 3 along
with two nominal variables: County and FC_RU.
However, for simplicity, this paper presents only 28
schemes that, nonetheless, capture all the important
trends and findings from the analysis. The schemes are:

Schemes with One Variable:

� County
� FC_RU
� Pop
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� HU
� Empl
� RAC
� WAC
� Pop_Den
� HU_Den
� Empl_Den
� RAC_Den
� WAC_Den
� RAC_WAC_Den

Schemes with Two Variables:

� FC_RU, Pop
� FC_RU, HU
� FC_RU, Empl
� FC_RU, RAC
� FC_RU, WAC
� FC_RU, Pop_Den
� FC_RU, HU_Den
� FC_RU, Empl_Den
� FC_RU, RAC_Den
� FC_RU, WAC_Den
� FC_RU, WAC_RAC_Den

Schemes with Three Variables:

� FC_RU, Pop_Den, HU_Den
� FC_RU, Pop_Den, Empl_Den
� FC_RU, Pop_Den, RAC_Den
� FC_RU, Pop_Den, WAC_Den

For example, the scheme developed using FC_RU and
Pop can contain up to 12 strata (=3 functional classes
3 4 population bins) depending on whether the four
population bins exist within each functional class.

Decision Trees (DTs)—New Schemes

DTs belong to the larger umbrella of classification and
regression trees (CART) that were first introduced by
Breiman et al. (39). The goal of DTs is to predict the
value of a dependent variable based on several predic-
tors. Classification trees are appropriate when the
dependent variable is nominal or discrete, whereas in
DTs the target variable is continuous such as AADT.
Among several purposes, DTs can be used to create
homogeneous strata with respect to AADT, discretize
continuous variables, and identify the most influential
variables.

Note that there are several machine learning methods
that can be used for similar purposes. A typical example
is random forests that are simply a collection of multiple
DTs that are generated using random subsets of data.

These methods are more complex, and many consider
them as ‘‘black boxes’’ that cannot be easily interpreted.
Because of implementation concerns expressed by pilot
state officials, DTs were selected to be examined in these
studies as they are easier to understand, present, and
apply, and have several benefits over the traditional stra-
tification approach. The trees were developed using two
open-source R packages: rpart, and rattle (40, 41).

Figure 4 illustrates an example of a simple tree that
includes two variables: FC_RU, and WAC_Den. DTs are
flow charts that include nodes interconnected with
branches. The first node in a tree is the root node. The
nodes that are divided into two nodes are called internal
nodes. The nodes that are not split further are the termi-
nal nodes (i.e., strata) of the DT. For example, the tree
shown in Figure 4 includes seven nodes: the root node
(Node 1 is at Level 0), two internal nodes (Nodes 2 and
3 are at Level 1), and four strata (Nodes 4 through 7 are
at Level 2). Annotations are shown in red letters.

DTs are constructed following a top-down process,
starting with the first node. The CART-development
algorithm scans all independent variables and determines
the value (or classes) of the variable that results in the
largest possible reduction in AADT heterogeneity. After
splitting the root node into two nodes, the algorithm con-
tinues to split each new node until a predetermined stop-
ping criterion is met. The tree predicts a default AADT
value for each stratum.

Though many splitting rules can be established, most
of them are based on the notion of ‘‘impurity,’’ which is
a measure of the degree of heterogeneity within a node.
When all cases within a node have the same value for the
dependent variable, the node is considered to be homo-
genous or ‘‘pure’’ and requires no further splitting. The
impurity measure used to develop the trees was the least-
squared deviation (LSD), which is computed as the

Figure 4. Example of a decision tree (DT) developed in R.
Note: AADT = annual average daily traffic
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within-node variance. To interpret a tree, two basic prin-
ciples must be followed:

� The root node and each internal node has a single
splitting rule. For example, in Figure 4 the rule of
Node 1 is FC_RU=6R or 7R.

� The left branch of a node means that the rule is
met, whereas the right branch means the opposite.
For example, the stratification criteria of Stratum
7 are FC_RU=7U and WAC_Den. 1,584.

Similar to the traditional schemes, the authors devel-
oped several DTs, but, for simplicity, only six trees are
presented in Section 5. The development of each tree
stopped at a different level of growth, starting with Level
2 all the way through Level 7. The AADT derived from
recent counts was used as the dependent variable and the
independent variables included those listed in Figure 3
along with County and FC_RU.

Performance Metrics

To validate and compare the performance of the exist-
ing, updated, and new (traditional and DT-based) strati-
fication schemes, the following metrics were computed
for each scheme:

� Accuracy of default AADT estimates
� AADT variability within each stratum, as well as

the overall variability of a scheme
� Number of samples required for a scheme

AADT Accuracy

Among these metrics, the AADT accuracy is of the
utmost importance for safety analysis because the AADT
estimates must be as close (in magnitude) as possible to
actual traffic volumes at individual segments. Initially,
the absolute percent error (APE) was separately calcu-
lated for each counted segment, as follows:

APEk =
AADTDefault, i � AADTk

�� ��
AADTk

3 100 ð1Þ

where:
APEk = absolute percent error at counted segment k;
AADTDefault, i = default AADT of stratum i, which con-
tains counted segment k;
AADTk = AADT calculated from a CCS or other traffic
monitoring device or derived from a short-duration
count at segment k.

Then the median APE was computed to quantify the
overall accuracy of the default AADT estimates of a
scheme.

AADT Variability

The coefficient of variation, Ci, (= standard deviation/
mean) was calculated using available traffic data within
each stratum i to capture the within-stratum-
homogeneity (or AADT variability). The overall varia-
bility of a scheme was computed as a weighted average
coefficient of variation (WACV):

WACV =

Ps
i= 1 (ni 3 Ci)Ps

i= 1 (ni)
ð2Þ

where:
WACV = weighted average coefficient of variation of a
stratification scheme;
s = total number of strata within the scheme;
i = 1, 2, ., s;
ni = number of counted segments within stratum i;
Ci = coefficient of variation within stratum i.

Sample Size

The sample size required for each stratum was calculated
as follows (2):

ni =

Z2
i C2

i

d2
i

1+ 1
Ni

� �
½ Z2

i
C2

i

d2
i

� �
� 1�

ð3Þ

where:
ni = required sample size within stratum i;
Zi = value of the standard normal statistic for a specific
confidence level (two-sided);
Ci = coefficient of variation (described in the previous
section) within stratum i;
di = desired precision level (or allowable error) as a pro-
portion of the AADT;
Ni = total number of all counted and uncounted seg-
ments within stratum i.

Note that in the case of NFAS roads, N tends to be
very large, and the denominator of equation 3
approaches 1.0 and becomes insignificant. As a result, ni
largely depends on the numerator that includes three
parameters: Ci, Zi, and di. Previous guidelines and stud-
ies simplified formula 3, by retaining only its numerator
(6, 7, 9, 10):

ni =
Z2

i C2
i

d2
i

ð4Þ

However, analysts select a confidence (Zi) and preci-
sion (di) level based on their needs, therefore the sample
size depends (almost entirely) on the coefficient of varia-
tion of each stratum.

Figure 5 depicts how the sample size varies with
respect to Ci for five pairs of confidence-precision level.
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For any given pair, the more homogenous a stratum,
the lower the within-stratum variability (i.e., lower coef-
ficient of variation), and, therefore, the lower the number
of required samples, yielding cost savings. This highlights
the importance of stratifying the network with the aim to
reduce the within-stratum variability rather than to exer-
cise administrative convenience (e.g., to easily manage
future counts), which may yield internally heterogeneous

strata that will require more counts. The total number of
counts required per scheme was calculated as follows:

nScheme =
Xs

i= 1
(ni) ð5Þ

where:
nScheme = total sample size per scheme;
s = total number of strata within the scheme;
i = 1, 2, ., s.

Results and Scheme Comparison

This section shows and compares the performance of
existing, updated, traditional, and DT-based schemes.
The results from three pilot studies are shown in Figure
6 through Figure 8, respectively. The horizontal axis of
each figure shows the number of strata within each
scheme. The schemes are shown above each chart and
are sorted by the number of their strata to facilitate the
comparison. The six DTs are highlighted in blue bold let-
ters and their corresponding data points are enlarged to
easily distinguish them from those of the manual (M)
schemes. The current scheme of each DOT and the
updated scheme are highlighted in black bold letters. The
three vertical axes from left to right show the median
APE, the sample size required at 70–15 confidence-
precision level, and the WACV of each scheme,
respectively.

Figure 5. Sample size versus coefficient of variation for different
confidence-precision levels.

Figure 6. Performance metrics of existing, updated, and new stratification schemes for State A.
Note: APE = absolute percent error; WACV = weighted average coefficient of variation.
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General findings from all three figures and similar
analyses conducted in the other two pilot studies are dis-
cussed below:

� The median APE of the three existing DOT
schemes was relatively high: 120%, 71%, and
84%, respectively.

� Updating the current DOT schemes using recent
counts improved on average the AADT accuracy
by 25%.

� DTs were consistently the best-performing
schemes. They produced more accurate AADT
estimates than the three existing DOT schemes by
30%, 48%, and 44%, respectively. That is an
average improvement of 41%.

� As the number of strata increases, the AADT accu-
racy tends to improve, but the sample size increases.
There is a ‘‘critical’’ point, beyond which creating
more strata results in a marginal improvement in
AADT accuracy, but a significant increase in the
required sample size. For example, in Figure 6,
26DT (highlighted in an oval) is the fourth most
accurate scheme and requires considerably fewer
counts compared with the three best-performing
schemes: 30DT, 32DT, and 33DT. It also contains
fewer strata, and, therefore, it is easier to implement.
By comparison, 32DT improves the AADT accu-
racy by only 7%, but requires 158% more counts
and contains 32 more strata that require additional

implementation effort. Compared with 32DT, the
most accurate scheme (33DT) does not provide any
improvement in AADT accuracy, yet it requires
33% more counts. This suggests that further divid-
ing the 48 strata of scheme 32DT is meaningless,
because the available surrogates cannot capture
additional AADT variability within smaller strata.

� DTs tend to produce more homogenous strata
and accurate AADT estimates compared with
manual schemes that contain similar number of
strata. For example, in Figure 8, 27DT results in
more accurate estimates than schemes 16M–29M
and also requires fewer counts.

� Schemes developed using density variables are
more effective than those that include raw Census
variables. For example, in Figure 6, 7M–12M are
more accurate and have more homogenous strata
compared with 2M–6M.

� County-based schemes developed manually (e.g.,
36M in Figure 7) tend to produce many internally
heterogeneous strata that require a significant
number of samples, making these schemes inaccu-
rate and highly expensive.

� Stratifying the network by FC_RU is more effec-
tive than using a single raw Census variable.

In general, the main factors that affect the effective-
ness of the stratification process, and therefore the accu-
racy of default AADT estimates, are:

Figure 7. Performance metrics of existing, updated, and new stratification schemes for State B.
Note: APE = absolute percent error; WACV = weighted average coefficient of variation.
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� Correlations between stratification variables and
AADT. The higher the correlations, the better. As
previously explained, there is a ‘‘critical’’ number
of strata beyond which the accuracy improves at a
much lower rate, but the required sample size
increases exponentially. The main reason is that
even the best surrogates typically have moderate
correlations (e.g., 0.3–0.6 as shown in Figure 3)
with AADT. That is, the largest percent of the
AADT variability that these variables can explain
is often captured during the early stratification
stages, when the entire network is divided into the
first few strata. Beyond a certain point, further
subdividing existing strata does not significantly
improve the within-stratum variability, because
the surrogates cannot effectively capture the
AADT variability within smaller volume ranges.
This ‘‘critical’’ number of strata depends on the
correlations between AADT and the stratification
variables. If the correlations are high (e.g., 0.8–
0.9) the critical point is expected to shift to the
right. This means that more strata can be created
by reducing the within-stratum variability without
the sample size increasing exponentially.

� Number of strata. From a safety analysis perspec-
tive, the intent is to develop default AADT esti-
mates that are as close as possible to actual traffic
volumes at individual segments. In other applica-
tions (e.g., VMT estimation), the goal is to predict
a precise mean value for an entire group of

segments. This distinction is important, because
the key to meeting the first purpose is to have
more strata and very homogenous strata, whereas,
in the second purpose, the key is to have fewer
strata but more samples within each stratum (1).
The results confirmed that the more strata, the
higher the accuracy.

� Number of stratification variables. Developing a
DT using several independent variables (as
opposed to only one) increases the likelihood of
explaining more AADT variability within certain
volume ranges, where a single variable may not
effectively capture. The extra time spent to gather
and process more variables is often outweighed by
the anticipated improvement in within-stratum-
homogeneity and AADT accuracy.

� Stratification method. DTs generally stratify the
network more effectively than traditional
approaches, and tend to require fewer samples,
yielding cost savings.

Conclusions

The goal of this study is to enhance transportation agen-
cies’ knowledge and ability to improve potentially exist-
ing stratification schemes, design new more effective
schemes, and ultimately develop more accurate default
AADT estimates for NFAS roads. The paper presents
the results from five state pilot studies that aimed to
address several questions by validating and comparing

Figure 8. Performance metrics of existing, updated, and new stratification schemes for State C.
Note: APE = absolute percent error; WACV = weighted average coefficient of variation.
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the performance of current, updated, and new (tradi-
tional and DT-based) schemes. Two important aspects of
this research were to use readily available data and exam-
ine intuitive stratification methods that are not difficult
to understand, develop, and implement. The authors ini-
tially performed a data exploratory and correlation anal-
ysis that revealed the following:

� The AADT distributions are skewed to the right,
therefore the median AADT (not the mean
AADT) of a stratum is more appropriate to be
used as the default AADT.

� Census variables at the block group and tract lev-
els have higher correlations with AADT than
those disaggregated at the block level or aggre-
gated by county.

� The geographical density of a Census variable is
typically a better surrogate than the raw Census
variable.

� Though correlations vary geographically, the vari-
ables that overall exhibit the highest correlations
with AADT are Empl_Den, Pop_Den,
Worker_Den, OHU_Den, RAC_Den, and
WAC_Den. Correlations may vary from one state
to another. A variable that may be strongly corre-
lated with AADT within a specific functional clas-
sification of a given state may have a weaker
relationship with AADT in another state. This con-
firms the need to perform a correlation analysis
separately for each state. No single variable can be
used as is, as a proxy for AADT. Some variables
can potentially be used as predictors in statistical
and machine learning models (e.g., regression mod-
els) to estimate AADT; however, no agency, to the
best of the authors’ knowledge, has developed and
is currently using non-traditional models to esti-
mate AADT for NFAS roads.

� The correlations tend to decrease in the following
order: 6R, 7R, and 7U.

� Correlations disaggregated by FC_RU are typi-
cally higher than those aggregated at the state
level.

The main conclusions drawn from the comparison of
existing, updated, and new schemes are:

� The higher the correlations between stratification
variables and AADT, the higher the likelihood
that the produced strata will be internally
homogeneous.

� From an AADT accuracy standpoint, having
more strata and very homogenous strata is better
than having fewer strata and more samples within
each stratum.

� The median APE of existing schemes ranged
between 71% and 120%. A simple way to
improve an existing scheme, without modifying
the stratification criteria, is to update the default
AADT estimates using recent counts—the average
improvement was 25%.

� DTs are more effective than traditional approaches
as they produce more homogeneous strata and tend
to require fewer samples yielding cost savings. In
the traditional approach, analysts typically stratify
the network using a small number of variables that
are arbitrarily discretized. Conversely, DTs can
automatically and efficiently scan many variables
and determine the optimal threshold within each
variable that provides the best separation of a data-
set/node. DTs are intuitive and easy to explain to
stakeholders, do not require normalization and
scaling of data, and are not significantly affected by
outliers and missing values, compared with other
statistical methods. On the other hand, DTs require
statistical programs and knowledge in statistics,
can produce different results by changing para-
meter values, and can be difficult to present to sta-
keholders if they are large.

� Beyond a critical number of strata, the AADT
accuracy improves marginally, but the required
sample size increases considerably. The results
showed that carefully selected schemes around this
critical point not only produced more accurate
AADT estimates, but required fewer counts com-
pared with existing, updated, or county-based
schemes. Overall, agencies should select one of the
best-performing schemes by considering available
budgets. If, for example, an agency can afford to
conduct the number of counts required by the
best-performing scheme, then this scheme should
be preferred over other schemes. On average, the
best-performing schemes improved the AADT
accuracy of existing DOT schemes by 41%.

� County-based schemes developed manually pro-
vide for administrative convenience, but often
result in a high number of heterogeneous strata
that require significantly more counts than other
schemes developed using better surrogates. DTs
can create more effective county-based schemes.
They can identify groups of counties that exhibit
similar AADT and then divide each group into
more strata based on other variables that are
important within each group.

These findings can be used by agencies that currently
do not collect data nor estimate AADT for NFAS roads,
as well as by those desiring to improve their schemes and
the accuracy of their estimates. By feeding various
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analyses and functions with improved AADT estimates,
agencies can produce more accurate results, improve
reported statistics, meet new HSIP requirements,
enhance decision-making, and make the HSIP project
selection, prioritization, and evaluation process more
reliable, resulting in more cost-effective HSIP projects.

In addition to the stratification process, the accuracy
of default AADT estimates is affected by other factors
(not examined in this paper) that are associated with
sampling and the traffic counts used in the analysis.
Some of these factors that the authors are currently
examining include:

� How the counts are selected (i.e., random versus
non-random sampling)

� The sampling method used (e.g., simple, stratified,
systematic, cluster, multistage sampling)

� Count characteristics (e.g., number, location, qual-
ity, duration, timeliness)

� How the counts are annualized (i.e., the reliability
and appropriateness of temporal adjustment fac-
tors, axle-correction factors, and yearly change
factors that are applied to annualize the counts)
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